Open Call for EACR Conference Committee

We have an open position for one new member of this Committee.

Submission deadline: 23.00 CET, 30 April 2020

The EACR organises a popular programme of high quality focussed cancer research conferences. The Conference Committee plans which focussed meetings the EACR should organise, including the location, duration and scientific topics to be covered. They make their decisions with the following aims in mind: the highest scientific quality, interesting and relevant topics, and an enjoyable experience for participants with many opportunities for networking.

Conference Committee Members

- Alberto Bardelli, Italy (Chair)
- Heike Allgayer, Germany
- Arkaitz Carracedo, Spain
- Caroline Dive, UK
- Erik Sahai, UK
- Hugues de Thé, France
- Emmy Verschuren, Finland
- New member: could it be you?

How the Committee works

The Conference Committee communicates and makes decisions by teleconference, email and by an annual ‘face-to-face’ meeting at the EACR Congress. Kathryn Wass, EACR Office & Conferences Manager, sends the Committee a quarterly email update on the progress of all conferences.

Criteria and Job Specification for new Member of the Committee

1. You should have been a current EACR member for at least 3 years.
2. You should have a minimum of 8 years postdoctoral experience in cancer research.
3. You should be an enthusiastic EACR member, who is committed to the aims of the EACR and the success of its conference activities.
4. You should have proven experience in cancer research, preferably in several different labs or groups, with experience of supervising others in their research.
5. You should have experience of organising conferences or as part of a Scientific Programme Committee.
6. Time commitment: You should be willing and able to commit to involvement in Committee decision-making, typically:
   - An annual, one-day, face-to-face meeting at the EACR Congress (we will reimburse travel expenses in line with our Committee reimbursement policy).
   - At least one teleconference per year, on average 1.5 hours
   - Timely involvement in email correspondence, on average 1 hour per quarter

Thank you for considering being more involved in our activities through Committee membership. Click here to access the Application Form for this position.

Submission deadline: 23.00 CET, 30 April 2020

Any questions? Contact Kathryn Wass, EACR Office & Conferences Manager, kathryn.wass@eacr.org +44 (0)115 951 5114